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Volvo P 1800
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Preisinformationen

Preis  € 29.900,- 
MwSt nicht ausweisbar 

Beschreibung

Swedish sold
Swedish-sold 1800E registered in November 1969 and delivered new to architect Gösta Celander in Partille.

The following year, the car was transferred to his firm Arkitektgruppen CFL in Gothenburg, and a few years
later it was again in Gösta's name. The car's current history begins in 1984 when it was refurbished. A lot of
sheet metal such as front fenders and other things were replaced. A new engine was ordered and it got a
little extra push. Painted in the original color steel blue metallic. Then it was put on Pirelli Zero tires and the
suspension was lowered a bit. It came to be used extensively during the rest of the eighties on vacations and
other trips. In 1998 it was put into the garage to stay there for many years. In 2020, it was taken to a Volvo
specialist - Axelsson's restore in Klövdal - to be brought back to life. Everything mechanical was gone
through and much was replaced. It was then inspected without complaint and put away again.

Technical condition:
During the renovation in 1984, a B20E engine was put in order by knowledgeable people at Volvo. Previous
owner worked at Volvo. It got a slightly higher comp, trim comb and other goodies. Engine runs briskly and
nicely. Injectors cleaned at inspection in 2020. New brake discs.

Four-speed gearbox with overdrive that works as it should. Equipped with a sound system that was top class
in 1984 - very powerful and still sounds great today.

Almost all documentation and receipts for work that was carried out at that time have been preserved.

During the renovation in 2020, among other things, the starter motor, water pump and the entire brake
system were replaced with a new master cylinder and everything. Shod with new tires and a new exhaust
pipe fitted. It has been pulled a bit too tight and goes against the floor in a few places.

Receipts for all of this are available.

Condition interior:



The upholstery has held up well and the leather is in very good condition. Basically everything in the interior
is original. Inner ceiling completely and equipped with a speaker arch of eighties design. New carpets
installed in 2023.

Exterior condition:
In 1984, all the sheet metal was repaired. Among other things, the fenders and front were completely
replaced - professionally done.

Overall condition:
The 1800E is the ultimate evolution of the P1800 - then with the novelty of fuel injection and much new was
shared with the Volvo 140 instead of the Amazon.

Weitere Information

Eine ausführliche Beschreibung zur Anzeige Volvo P 1800 finden Sie unter:
https://www.kleinanzeigen.oldtimer-markt.de/anzeige/Fahrzeuge/Autos/Volvo-P-1800_66142

Scannen Sie diesen QR-Code, um direkt zur Anzeige zu gelangen.

Weitere Angebote finden Sie unter: https://www.kleinanzeigen.oldtimer-markt.de/ 
Weitere Details zum Volvo P 1800

Standort:
27139 Ystad Schweden
Marke:
Volvo
Fahrzeugtyp/Modell:
P 1800

Allgemeine Angaben

Karosserieform:
Coupé
Baujahr:
1970
Laufleistung:
50.000 km / 31.069 mi

Fahrzeugdaten

Kraftstoffart:
Benziner

Eigenschaften

/marktplatz/hersteller_details,Volvo,395.htm
/marktplatz/product_details,Volvo-P-1800,93,4406.htm


Außenfarbe:
Blau
Metallic-Farbe:
Nein
Innenfarbe:
Schwarz
Hubraum:
2.000 ccm
Leistung:
120 PS / 88 kW
Getriebe:
Schaltgetriebe
Weitere Merkmale:
fahrbereit

Wertgutachten:
Nein

Wertgutachten
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